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A compactification aX of a completely regular space X is “determined” by a subset F of 
C*(X) if aX is the smallest compactification of X to which each element of F extends, and is 
“generated” by F if the evaluation map eF:X+R”, n = IFI, is an embedding and crX = eF(X). 
Evidently, if F either determines or generates ax, then every element of F has an extension to 
ax; whenever F satisfies this latter condition, the set of all such extensions is denoted F”. 
A major result of our previous paper is that F determines aX if and only if F” separates 
points of CUX -X. A major result of the present paper is that F generates aX if and only if F” 
separates points of crX. 
AMS (MOS) Subj. Class.: 54D35, 54D40, 54C20 
compactification extension of real maps C*(X) 
Suppose X is a completely regular space and F is a subset of C*(X), the set of 
all bounded continuous functions from X into R. If the evaluation map eF: X + R” 
(n = IFI) is an embedding, then the closure of eF(X) in R” is a compactification of 
X. This compactification is said to be generated by F, and is the smallest com- 
pactification of X to which every element of F extends. In [ 11, any compactification 
of X having this latter property was said to be determined by F. Associated with 
each F c C*(X) there is a larger set CF c C*(X) such that F determines a com- 
pactification of X if and only if CF separates points and closed sets (this is well 
known, though perhaps not in this form). In the present paper, we show that 
associated with each F c C*(X) there is a larger set MF c C*(X) such that F 
generates a compactification of X if and only if MF separates points and closed 
sets. We always have MF c CF, and whenever F generates a compactification of X, 
MF = CF; this is of some interest since &!F. is defined solely in terms of the elements 
of F, whereas CF depends on the class of all compactifications of X to which each 
element of F extends. 
If aX is a compactification of X and each element of F has an extension to ax, 
then the set of all such extensions is denoted by F”. It was shown in [l] that F 
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determines CYX if and only if F” separates points of aX -X; we show here that F 
generates CUX if and only if F” separates points of CUX. 
1. Definitions and notation 
Most of our usage is standard, or else coincides with that of [l]. Unless the 
contrary is specifically indicated, all spaces considered will be assumed to be 
completely regular. 
Lower case German letters denote cardinal numbers, and if S is a set, ISI denotes 
the cardinal number of S. 
For each cardinal number tt >O, represent R” as nvcNIWv, where INI = n and 
R, = [w for each v EN. For p E R” and v EN, the vth coordinate of p is denoted 
r,(p) and the function rrV: R” + R is called the vth projection. If g is a function from 
X into R”, then ‘TT~ 0 g : X + IR is called the vth coordinate function of g and will be 
denoted g,. It is well known that g : X + R” is continuous if and only if g, : X + R is 
continuous for each v E N. Moreover, if X is a subspace of 2, then a map $ : k + R” 
is an extension of a map g: X + R” if and only if for each v EN, &,: _J? + R is an 
extension of g,: X + R. This fact will be used frequently, often without mention. 
IfF={f,IvEN} is an indexed collection of maps of X into R, then the evaluation 
map of F, eF : X + R”, is defined by the condition rrTT, 0 eF = fV for each v E N. Note 
that if F c C*(X) and for each v EN, 1, is a closed interval in R containing f”(X), 
then eF(X) is contained in the compact subset nvcNIv of R”; hence if eF is an 
embedding, then eF (X) (= C&p(eF (x))) is a compactification of X. A subset F of 
C*(X) is said to generate the compactification (YX if eF is an embedding and 
QX = eF(X). 
If aX is a compactification of X, then C, denotes the set of all elements of 
C*(X) which have extensions to ax. If f E C,, the extension off to LYX is denoted 
f”, and if F c Ca, then F” = {f” 1 f E F}. It is easily seen that if F, G c C,, then 
F” = G” if and only if F = G. In particular, C, is the unique subset G of C*(X) 
for which G” = C(aX). 
For each F c C*(X), the set of all compactifications yX of X such that F c C, 
will be denoted K(F). If K(F) has a smallest element (with respect to the usual 
ordering of compactifications), this minimum compactification is denoted LYFX and 
is said to be determined by F. 
Following the notation of [2], we let CF = n{C, 1 yX E K(F)} or, more concisely, 
CF = flC, IF c C,}. By [l, Theorem 3.11 (a restatement of [2, Theorem 2.18]), a 
subset of F of C*(X) determines a compactification of X if and only if CF separates 
points and closed sets, and if F determines the compactification ax, then CF = C,. 
If F generates ax, then F determines ax; however, as shown in [I], it is by no 
means true that every subset of C*(X) which determines a compactification of X 
also generates one; indeed, if X is locally compact, then every subset of C*(X) 
determines a compactification of X, whereas, for any X, only those subsets F of 
C*(X) for which eF is an embedding generate compactifications. 
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As in [l], we let 9’(X) denote the collection of all subsets of C*(X) which 
separate points and closed sets, g(X) the collection of all those which generate 
compactifications of X and 9(X) those which determine compactifications of X. 
We always have Y(X) c 8(X) c 9(X) and, in general, both inclusions are proper. 
2. The principal theorems 
Suppose X is a completely regular space and F c C*(X). Let {Fy 1 v E IV}, INI = n, 
be an indexing of F and let eF: X +R” be the evaluation map of F corresponding 
to this indexing. We define MF to be the set of all functions of the form cp oeF, 
where cp :R” + R. Of course it must be shown that this definition is independent of 
the particular indexing chosen for F; this is a consequence of the following lemma, 
which will also be needed for Theorem 2.2 below. 
2.1. Lemma. Suppose G c F c C*(X) and let {fy 1 v EN} and {g, 1 p EM} be 
arbitrary indexings (not necessarily l- 1) of F and G, respectively. If eF :X + R” and 
eG :X + IR” are the corresponding evaluation maps, then for every map @: R” + [w 
thereisamapcp:R”+lRsuchthatcp”e~=$oeG. 
Proof. Let rTT,, v E N and p&, p EM be the projection maps for IR”, R”, respectively. 
Since G c F, there is a function r: M + N such that for each k E M, g, = frcw). Define 
8 : I$!” + R” by the condition pw 0 8 = rrccr), p EM. Then 
pP ’ 8 ’ eF = OTT, ' eF =f+) = gP for each p EM, 
andhence8~eF=eG.Given~:IWm-,[W,letcp=~~8.Thencp:(W”-;,IWand 
Taking G = F in the above lemma shows that MF is independent of the evaluation 
map used in the definition. Consequently we will write MF = {cp 0 eF 1~: R” + R} 
without necessarily specifying which evaluation map eF denotes. 
As mentioned earlier, the set CF associated with an arbitrary subset F of C*(X) 
has the important property (see [l, Theorem 3.11) that F determines a com- 
pactification of X if and only if CF separates points and closed sets. Our first 
theorem shows that MF plays an analogous role in characterizing subsets of C*(X) 
which generate compactifications of X. 
2.2. Theorem. For any completely regular space X and any subset F of C*(X), F 
generates a compactification of X if and only if MF separates points from closed sets 
in X. 
Proof. Suppose first that FE 8(X). If A is a closed subset of X and p EX -A, 
then eF(p) & Cb-(eF(A)) sinceeF:X + [W”isanembedding. LetB = Clnn(eF(A)); since 
B is closed in R” and 6+(p) @ B, there is a map cp : [w” + [w such that q(eF(p)) = 0 and 
q(B) = {I}. If g = cp oeF, then g EMF, g(p) = 0 and g(A) = {l}, so MF separates p 
and A. Hence MF E 9’(X). 
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Before proving the converse, we show that MF c CF for every F c C*(X). Since 
CF = n{C, 1 F c C,,}, it is sufficient to show that MF c C, whenever F c C,. This is 
easy: since each coordinate function of eF belongs to F and hence can be extended 
to yX, eF has an extension eg : yX + II%” and hence each cp 0 eF :X + R! has the 
extension cp 0 eg : yX + R, SO kfF C C,. Thus MF C CF. 
We also mention another useful fact: If G E 8’(X) and LYX = (Y~X, then G” E 
%‘(aX). To see this, note that since aX is equivalent to Cln-(et(X)) = Y, there is 
a homeomorphism h : (YX* Y such that h IX = eG. Since eG”: CWX + R” is an 
extension of eG:X *iI!?, it follows (since X is dense in ax) that eG”(z) = h(z) for 
every z E ax. Thus eG” is an embedding, so G” E 8(aX). 
Now suppose MF E 9(X) and, to simplify the notation, let G = MF and crX = (Y&K 
Since G E 9’(X) c 8(X), it follows from the preceding remark that G” E 8(aX) and 
thus G” separates points of ax. Moreover, since H c MH c CH for every H c 
C*(X), it follows from [l, Theorem 3.21 that F E 9 (X) and CVFX = ax; in particular, 
both F and MF lie in C,, and hence (MF)O( =MFQ. Since MF = G and G” separates 
points of (YX, it follows that M.P separates points of CUX. Thus if zl, z2 are distinct 
points of (YX, there exists an element cp 0 eF” E MF- such that cp 0 eF” (2 i) # cp 0 eF” (z2), 
and hence eF” (21) # eF” (22). If R” = nvcN [w, iS the range of eFa, then for some v EN, 
rruoeF”(~1)#~,oeF”(~2). Since 7rVoeF-EFa for every I/ EN it follows that F” 
separates points of CYX. 
This implies that eF” is injective and hence is an embedding since CUX is compact. 
Since eF = eF” 1 x, eF is also an embedding and hence F E S%(X). 
Theorem 2.1 of [l] characterizes those subsets F of C*(X) which determine a 
given compactification aX by the conditions F c C, and F” separates points of 
CUX-X. From Theorem 2.2 above (and its proof), we immediately obtain the 
following parallel characterization of those sets F which generate CUX. 
2.3. Theorem. For any subset F of C*(X) and any compactification (YX of X, the 
following are equivalent: 
(1) F E Z?(X) and CVFX = (YX. 
(2) F c C, and F” separates points of ax. 
Proof. It was shown in the proof of Theorem 2.2 that if FE Z?(X) and aX = (YFX, 
then F* E ~((YX); in particular, then, F c C, and F” separates points of (YX. Hence 
(1) 3 (2). 
Conversely, if F c C, and F” separates points of aX then eF” is an embedding, 
so FE 8(X) (as in the proof of Theorem 2.2). Moreover, it follows from [l, 
Theorem 2.11 that FE 9(X) and CUFX = aX (it is not difficult to prove this directly, 
using the fact that eF” is an embedding). Hence (2) =$ (1). 
In [l, Section 31, we raised the question whether there is an intrinsic characteriz- 
ation of the function F + CF for all subsets F of C*(X). It seems likely that the 
problem, in this generality, has no satisfactory solution. The next theorem, however, 
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shows that the function F +MF is suitable provided F is required to generate a 
compactification of X. 
2.4. Theorem. If F E g(X), then MF = CF. 
Proof. Let (YX = aFX. It was shown in the proof of Theorem 2.2 that F” E %((cuX), 
and hence if g:aX-+eF-(ax) = Y is defined by setting g(z) =eF-(z) for every 
z E QX, then g is a homeomorphism. Since I’ is a closed subset of R”, for any 
hEC, themaph”og-‘: Y + R can be extended to a map cp :R” + R. Then cp 0 eF = 
h OL (X = h, SO h E MF. Thus C, c MF and since crX = CYFX, C, = CF. Hence CF c MF 
and since Mr c CF always, we have MF = CF. 
2.5. Theorem. The converse of Theorem 2.4 holds if and only if Xis locally compact. 
Proof. If X is locally compact, then every subset of C*(X) determines a com- 
pactification of X [l, p. 21 and hence CF E 9(X) for every F c C*(X). If MF = CF, 
then MF E 9(X) and hence F E ‘8(X) by Theorem 2.2. 
Now suppose X is not locally compact. Let Fo denote the set of all constant 
functions in C*(X) and let F = CFO. It is clear that CF = CFO = F and since F c MF c 
CF, it follows that MF = CF. 
If F E k%‘(X), then by Theorem 2.2 MF E 9’(X); since MF c CF = CFO, C,, E Y(X) 
and therefore FO determines a compactification aX of X. By [l, Theorem 2.11, F,” 
separates points of (YX -X and since Fg is the set of all constant maps of aX into 
R, it follows that ax-X contains at most one point. Since X is not compact, 
CUX -X # 0 and hence aX is the one-point compactification of X. But this is 
impossible since X is not locally compact. Hence Fg ‘k?(X). 
3. Correction and amplification 
It is evident from Theorem 2.3 above that Theorem 3.4 of [l] is false as stated. 
(It should be required that F generate a compactification of X, not just determine 
one. A similar change is necessary in Corollary 3.6, but the remaining results of 
[l] are unaffected.) We state here the correct version of the theorem and show 
that it has a partial converse. 
3.1. Theorem. If F generates a compactification (YX of X and contains a nonzero 
constant function, then d(F) = C,. 
The proof given in [l] for Theorem 3.4 is defective because the assertion that 
F* separates points of aX does not follow for the reasons given nor, indeed, from 
the given hypotheses. With the strengthened requirement that FE 8(X), however, 
Theorem 2.3 above implies that F” does separate points of CZX, and the argument 
given in [l] then completes the proof. 
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To obtain a partial converse of Theorem 3.1, we will need the following lemma, 
which may be of independent interest. 
3.2. Lemma. For any completely regular space X and any subset F of C*(X), MF 
is a closed subalgebra of C*(X). 
Proof. That MF is a subalgebra of C*(X) is immediate: If h = cp 0 eF and h’ = cp’ 0 eF 
are elements of MF and A E R, then 
h+h’=(p”eF+cp’oeF=(cp+cp’)oeFEMF 
and 
Ah =A($? “eF)=(A~)“eFEMF. 
A little more argument is required to see that MF is closed (relative to the metric 
topology for C*(X)). 
Consider first the case in which X is compact and let Y = eF(X). Since Y is a 
compact subset of R”, any map from Y into R can be extended to a map from R” 
into R. It follows that MF = {II, 0 eF 1 Q: Y + R}. 
Suppose {hi}:1 is a sequence of elements of M,= converging uniformly to a 
function h E C*(X) and for each i, let hi = qbi 0 eF, where t,ki: Y +R. A routine 
argument shows that {&}zi is a Cauchy sequence in C(Y) and since C(Y) is 
complete, {$i}zi converges in C(Y) to a function 1,4: Y +R. It then follows that 
{4i 0 eF}z 1 converges uniformly to $0 eF. Hence h = f,b 0 eF, SO h E MF. 
For the noncompact case, note that the above argument shows that MP is closed 
in C(pX), where pX is the Stone-tech compactification of X. If {hi}zl is a 
sequence of elements of MF converging in C*(X) to a function h, then {h?}z”=, 
converges in C(pX) to the function hP and hence hP E MFP. Since MF” = (MF)‘, it 
follows that h EMF. 
3.3. Theorem. If X is locally compact and F is a subset of C*(X) which contains 
a nonzero constant function, then F generates a compactification if and only if 
d(F) = CF. 
Proof. If FE 8’(X), then by Theorem 2.1 d(F) = C,, where (YX = (YFX, and 
CF = C, by definition of (YFX. 
Conversely, suppose d(F) = CF. By Lemma 3.2, MF is a closed subalgebra of 
C*(X) and since F cMF, we have d(F) CM& Thus CF CM, and since always 
MF c CF, we have MF = CF. Since X is locally compact, it follows from Theorem 
2.5 that FE 8(X). 
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